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INSIGHTS 

COVID-19 has reshaped the remote workforce and brought new challenges. In the age of the 
remote workforces SMB’s (Small-to-Medium sized Business) often struggle to get the right 
security, but with the right solution this struggle isn’t necessary. The solution should be safe 
and must effectively and efficiently provide secure access to critical resources from any device, 
anywhere, at any time, while minimizing the risk of a data breach.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Despite COVID-19 SMBs are growing considerably in size and number. More and more SMB’s 
are moving to a geographically distributed topology and adapting a hybrid work model by 
allowing their employees to work from home. 
Cyber attackers are targeting SMB’s, as they are known to be more vulnerable with fewer 
security controls in place, making them attractive targets.  
Fact | 54% of attacks on SMBs results in a breach. 
Cyberattack surface for SMBs is expanding and is reshaping due to homeworking, adaptation 
of IoT devices and incorporation of cloud services.  
Fact | 81% of SMBs don’t have a dedicated IT team or relevant security personnel to address 
security challenges and pain points. 

 
SMB C-SUITE TOP 5 SECURITY CONCERNS 

1. Inadequate equipment and increased cybersecurity risks within shifting borders 
2. Shadow IT and how to stay compliant 
3. Cyber security awareness and skills gap for maintaining good security hygiene 
4. Adaptation of IoT, “smart” devices and the expanding attack surface 
5. Data Loss Prevention (DLP) prevention across all devices (including cloud solutions) 

 

SMB SECURITY LANDSCAPE 

What are the challenges and pain points? Cost saving and the need to apply the best security, 
as more assets are exposed with often no dedicated on-site IT personnel. Maintaining 
multiple point solutions drive up administrative costs and create operational challenges, 
leaving security inconsistent and lagging. SMB security is transforming. One motivator is the 
principle of “Zero Trust”.  Network access should be user, device and application-centric. 

 

SMB SECURITY SOLUTIONS 

SMBs require security solutions just as strong and flexible as their large enterprise 

counterparts, with all the same capabilities and comprehensive central management and 

visibility tools, but at a lower cost more in line with SMB budgets.  

 

CHECK POINT SMB SECURITY SUITE 

The Check Point SMB Security Suite is a set of products designed specifically to address 

the needs of the SMB community including protection for infrastructure, email, endpoints 

and mobile devices. 

CHECK POINT 
SMB Security Suite 

Powered by Quantum Spark & Harmony  

“ 
“We differentiate 
ourselves from other 
MSPs by giving 
complete, best-in-
class, SMB security 
using Check Point 
Endpoint, mobile, email 
and SMB security 
appliance” 

Emiel Harbers, CTO Harbers 
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Quantum Spark  

Quantum Spark security gateways feature best-in-class threat protection that is easy to deploy, manage and maintain. 

Communication and security is integrated into an all-in-one security device with “out-of-the-box” security settings and top 

notch Threat Intelligence.  

 

Harmony Email & Office  

Harmony Email & Office offers complete protection for SMBs cloud email and collaboration applications. Protecting SMBs 

against malicious activities like Phishing, Malware, Data Loss & Leakage and Account Takeovers. 

 

Harmony Endpoint  

Harmony Endpoint prevents threats to the endpoint like ransomware, phishing or drive-by malware, while quickly minimizing breach 

impact with autonomous detection and response. Automating 90% of remediation tasks, Harmony Endpoint offers speedy recovery.  

 

Harmony Mobile  

Harmony Mobile offers app protection, network protection and OS & device protection. The solution is user friendly with Zero 

Impact on user experience or privacy. It provides SMB mobiles and tablets with the strongest security posture.  

 

 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
SMB’s are challenged by the growing attack surface of their environment and exposed to a rapidly evolving threat landscape. All 

SMB assets must secured with appropriate security controls. By addressing the “Zero Trust” principle, SMB’s don’t have to worry 

about the lack of administrative resources on remote locations, patching and upgrades, the layered approach and portable devices. 

Check Point SMB Security Suite solution will enforce access control, prevent attacks, threats and protect business data, while 

providing insight and visibility on SMB’s need. It’s easy, fast, agile and effective. Read more about how to use Check Point SMB 

Security Suite to addresses these challenges with the best ROI (Return on Investment) and a low TCO (Total Cost of Ownership).  

https://www.checkpoint.com/solutions/small-medium-business-security/
https://www.checkpoint.com/solutions/small-medium-business-security/

